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Monthly U.S. and Global Market Outlook
I. Market Performance
As of July 6th, 20 companies have reported in the current earnings season, 85% reported
positive EPS growth, and 90% reported positive sales growth for the quarter, an early indication
for a better-than-expected earnings season. Five sectors are reporting higher growth rates due
to upward revisions. The estimated earnings growth rate grew to 20.0% up from 19.0%. For the
week ahead, several major banks will report earnings and several major indicators are expected
to be released.
We anticipate the bullish trend to continue upward through year-end. As the 9-year bull market
continues to strengthen, it becomes more unlikely for a chance of a near-term recession. Based
off June’s Fed meeting minutes it can be concluded that the Fed maintains a bullish stance and
it is expected that the Fed will have two additional rate hikes this year with potential for up to
three rate hikes in 2019.
U.S. profit growth remains robust and is primarily driven by strong corporate earnings and tax
reform. This is the third month of consecutive growth in the equity markets. As of July 6th, the
S&P 500 and NASDAQ are up 3.22% and 11.37% YTD respectively, while the Dow Jones is down
-1.87% YTD. The forward 12-month P/E ratio is 16.2, matching the 5-year average, but higher
than the 10-year average. Forward looking, analysts are projecting double digit earnings growth
throughout 2018. Q3 earnings are expected to report stronger than Q2. The projected earnings
growth is forecasted to reach 21.2% with revenue growth close to 8.0%, while Q4 earnings are
expected to reach 17.0% growth with 5.8% revenue growth. According to Factset, industry
analysts have forecasted a 13% price increase in the S&P 500 by the end of the year.¹
II. Economic Indicators
For the month of June, 213,000 jobs were added to the U.S. economy, exceeding the
expectation of 195,000. For the year, the economy has averaged around 207,000 jobs per
month. Employment growth is up 1.6% year-over-year. This marks the 93rd consecutive month
of continued job growth, carrying out the longest job growth period in U.S. history. The
unemployment rate ticked higher, back to 4.0%. Q1 real GDP growth rate was 2.8% and GDP
was 2.3% year-over-year. U.S. GDP is expected to reach 3.0%.
The Trump Administration imposed tariffs on $34 billion worth of Chinese imports. While the
markets initially seemed unphased, we consider this a significant risk for both the trade
relationship and future developments. For the upcoming week, we will be focused on the CPI,
PPI and IPI data releases. Domestic inflation has steadily increased month-over-month since

December 2017. As of July 6th, gold closed at $1,257.33 per ounce, oil advanced to $72.94 per
barrel and natural gas closed at 2.85 MMBtu.²
III. Monetary Policy
During June’s Fed meeting, the Fed raised interest rates to the 1.75 - 2.00% target range. The
Fed upgraded its GDP and inflation outlook while highlighting the notable employment
developments and economic expansion during the first half of 2018. In addition, the Fed
mentioned economic activity has remained moderately firm across the districts and economic
growth is expected to continue at an above-trend pace. The next Fed meeting is scheduled to
take place from July 31st - August 1st.
IV. Global Outlook
Based off recent economic trends, the global economy, as a whole, remains strong. Domestic
markets have outperformed international markets by a strong margin. Europe and Japan are
down approximately -2.4% while emerging markets have dropped -7.4%. We recognize a
handful of present risks, including recent trade and geopolitical tensions along with global
financial stability. Our investment team’s main concern surrounds the repercussions of the
trade war rhetoric and the current rate of domestic inflation growth. Both the ECB and BOJ left
rates unchanged and are scheduled to meet next on July 26th and July 30th respectively.
Portfolios Recap
Dynamic ETF Option Strategy (DEOS): 1.27% YTD
For the month of June, DEOS was down -0.08 % net of fees. The strategy remained flat-toslightly negative as it continued to generate cash flows tied to longer dated contracts. Volatility
increased nearly 50% during the last half of the month causing the mark-to-market on the
contracts to move slightly negative. We anticipate the strategy to be accretive and generate
value as we approach the next set of expirations in September. Meanwhile we’re continuing to
target generally lower exposure placed at a further distance under the market as we continue
to weigh the macro impacts of the trade and tariffs rhetoric.
Tactical Long/Short Strategy: 5.27% YTD
The Tactical Long/Short Strategy posted a 0.24% gain net of fees for the month of June bringing
the year-to-date net return to 5.27%. The strategy has significantly outperformed the S&P 500
year-to-date. The S&P 500 returned 0.62% for the month and closed the month up 2.65% for
the year. Mid-June we decreased our exposure to SPY and increased our allocation to QQQ to
80% in order to participate in technology earnings. We continue to maintain a low cash level
which may be adjusted accordingly depending on earnings and the global macro picture.

Core Strategy: 8.34% YTD
Equity Opportunity Strategy: 8.49% YTD
Global Strategy: 7.26% YTD
The Core Strategy, Equity Opportunity Strategy and Global Strategy returned -0.31%, 0.20% and
-0.44% respectively net of fees for the month of June. The equity strategies underperformed
the S&P 500 for the month, but all three strategies have returned nearly three times the S&P
500 return YTD. We increased our technology allocation in all three strategies in advance of
earnings. As outlined during the Q1 earnings guidance, we anticipate the majority of growth to
spur from the technology sector. Our investment team continues to focus on the technology
sector specifically on companies with an invested interest in Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning and Big Data. We are closely monitoring our holdings and analyzing economic
developments in order to best position our portfolios and mitigate against volatility.
As always, we welcome you to reach out to us any time to discuss your portfolio and any
questions.
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